The 
Introduction
The poor performance of the BeamBeam3D code 1 used by the SciDAC * Accelerator project † on the current (July 2003) Seaborg system was caused by problems with the Fortran intrinsic function random_number.
2 Appropriate use of a runtime configuration parameter increased code performance significantly, decreasing the code's execution time by a factor of four. This report documents and quantifies the performance of random_number on Seaborg, a POWER 3 (375 MHz) IBM SP with 16 CPUs/node.
Most of the use of random_number by the NERSC user community is assumed to be in the context of a parallel code using MPI for communication. The random_number routine may constitute only a minor component of the algorithm, but may be called many times. In the BeamBeam3D code random_number was called for each of millions of particles each time step. For this investigation a small Fortran test code was prepared that calls random_number many times. In order to emulate a "typical" user runtime environment MPI was initialized (but otherwise unused).
The most common way to invoke the IBM XL Fortran compiler to create a parallel code is via the mpxlf90 command; therefore, this command was used to compile source code cited in this report. IBM XL Fortran compiler version 8.1.0.3 was used. Note this is not one of the "thread-safe" IBM compilers that are used to create multithreaded programs.
RANDOM_NUMBER Configuration Options
There are no documented options to control the threading behavior of RANDOM_NUMBER in the XLF 8.1 for AIX manuals. However, the following excerpt is present in a README file in the XLF 8.1 installation directory on Seaborg and in the version 8. do i=1,times call RANDOM_NUMBER(realArray1) call RANDOM_NUMBER(realArray2) end do print *, "Task ",task_id," of ",totTasks," has a value: ",realArray1(100),realArray2 (100) call MPI_FINALIZE(ierr) end program ranno
The code initializes MPI so performance can be investigated as a function of the number of MPI tasks created on a node. It loops through enough calls to random_number to give a non-trivial, yet convenient run time. It then prints out a value in an attempt to keep the compiler from optimizing away the entire loop, which it might do if it recognized that the calculated values are never used or examined. With the array size given, the maximum memory usage on a node with 16 tasks is approximately:
10,000,000 entries * 4 bytes/entry * 2 arrays * 16 tasks = 1.28 GB. This is less than the 16 GB of physical memory on the Seaborg node with the least amount of memory. Runtime performance would be severely impacted if the code's memory exceeded physical memory and the node starting memory paging to disk.
The code was compiled with XLF 8.1 and the value of intrinthds was set via the XLFRTEOPTS environment variable. % mpxlf90 -O3 -qtune=pwr3 -qarch=pwr3 ranno.f % setenv XLFRTEOPTS intrinthds=N N was varied for each run.
Results
The code was run with 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 MPI tasks on a single Seaborg node in order to investigate the effect of running various numbers of tasks on a node. Most NERSC user codes will use 16 MPI tasks/node and users are charged for using all 16 CPUs. Note that in the test code each task is essentially independent, connected only by MPI initialization. If there were no interaction between tasks, e.g. if each task was run on physically separate computer hardware, the run time should be independent of the number of tasks. However, this is not the case on SMP nodes like those on Seaborg; tasks must compete for access to memory for example.
For each run, the value of intrinthds was either unset (termed the "default" configuration) or had a value between 1 and 128. The NERSC poe+ utility, which parses and concatenates output from IBM's hpmcount program, was used to record run times, sys times, and user times. Use of the poe+ utility to measure timings for the entire code, as opposed to timing the random_number calls only, was appropriate in this case since MPI startup times are much shorter than the execution times reported here and thus had little relative effect. (MPI initialization times have been measured by NERSC and are on the order of .017 seconds/task; less than 1 second for 16 tasks or fewer.)
A striking result is that the program had a highly variable run time in the default configuration when 16 MPI tasks were run on a single node. Execution times varied unpredictably from 60 seconds to more than 30 minutes (jobs exceeding 30 minutes were killed). This result did not depend on the memory resident on a node, the variability was observed on both 16 and 32 GB nodes. Likewise the specific node used did not matter; the variation was observed by running the executable multiple times in succession in a single batch job running on one node.
The following table lists runs times for various combinations of total tasks and values of intrinthds.
A dedicated compute node was used for all runs. When results were highly variable from run to run, multiple timings are show below. Where single timings are given, a variation of at most a few percent was observed for a minimum of three runs. (1) Where results are highly variable, multiple measurements are given. (2) No runs were made with this combination of parameters.
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These results are illustrated in the following graph. Configurations that had highly variable long run times are shown as extending off scale. 
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Discussion
The code's performance in the default configuration with 16 tasks per node is clearly unacceptable for use in a production computing environment. The variation from run to run is great and in many cases the program is not observed to finish.
The second table above shows that in the default configuration 1 task accrues 46 seconds of user time, but only takes 11 seconds of wallclock time to run. This is an indication that the job is running multiple threads that execute on the other 15 CPUs on the node. The finding that multiple threads are being created by default, without using the "thread-safe" compilers or any other user specification, is notable and an unexpected result.
If one examines the timings when intrinthds=32 in the first table and graph, they are remarkably similar to the timings obtained when intrinthds is unset (the "default configuration"). If we were to assume that in the default runtime environment 32 threads were created per task, it would explain the poor performance using 16 tasks/node; a combination that translates to 512 threads/node. From the timings given in this report, there appears to be a threshold somewhere around 512 (or perhaps as low as 256) spawned threads per node beyond which node performance becomes inconsistent and significantly degraded. The uptime command was observed to report a system load average of 99.99 during one of the long-running jobs. LoadLeveler (the IBM batch software) reported load averages up to 471 on the nodes with jobs that were measured to have long run times. These large values of system load indicate a heavily overburdened system.
Interestingly, a value of intrinthds=16, which would appear to be the intended default from a reading of the IBM comments on the web site referenced above, gives very good performance at all possible tasks per node on Seaborg.
These results indicate that heavy use of the random_number Fortran intrinsic can produce very poor performance in Seaborg's default configuration. While random_number is seldom expected to be the major component of a computational kernel, Seaborg users should be aware of potential problems with this intrinsic. Failure to do so could cause a minor component of the entire code to have a major impact on overall performance.
Although not designed to investigate how to perform the maximum number of random_number calls per unit time, the results of this report can be used to draw some tentative answers to that question. If one assumes that a single task will perform N times more random_number calls in N times the measured execution time of a single run described in this report, one can construct the following Using 16 tasks/node with intrinthds=16 performs the most calculations in the least amount of time.
Conclusions
Calling the Fortran random_number intrinsic function simultaneously from 16 MPI tasks on a single Seaborg SMP node in the default configuration gives unacceptable and unpredictable runtime performance. NERSC users should be advised that heavy use of random_number could adversely affect overall code performance. Setting the runtime parameter intrinthds=16 gives good performance and should be recommended to NERSC users.
